CHAPTER 1

DEVELOPMENT
OF ELECTRICITY
IN AMERICA
AGE OF INNOVATION
Electricity has sparked our curiosity for over two hundred years—think of the experiments
conducted by Benjamin Franklin that produced sparks and electric current. Franklin’s
experiments, however, lacked a practical use. Beginning in the 1800s, new discoveries would
change how we view electricity. In 1800 the electric battery was invented by Italian physicist
Alessandro Volta, which Sir Humphrey Davy, a British chemist and inventor, used to produce
the first continuous arc, thus inventing the first electric light. In 1870 Zénobe Gramme of Belgium
invented an electric generator, the dynamo, that produced direct current. A final element
toward the general application and use of electricity was achieved by Russian engineer Paul
Jablochkoff4, who invented the Yablochkov candle, a light that was powered by the Gramme’s
dynamo with an inverter that supplied alternating current (AC). The first public display of his
electric lighting system took place in Paris in 1877. Jablochkoff, with assistance of Gramme, lit 64
of his arc lamps at the Paris Exposition in 1878.
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By the 1870s the race was on in the United States to develop electric lighting
systems and power sources. The arc lamp developed by Charles Brush
in Cleveland, Ohio, was the first commercially available lighting in North
America. Brush, an electrician at the Cleveland Telegraph Supply Company, is
credited with the creation of the first efficient and complete arc lighting system.
Like its European predecessor, Brush’s arc lamp operated on direct current
(DC) and was powered by a dynamo. The company began manufacturing
the Brush lights in 1878 and changed its name to the Brush Electric Company
of Cleveland. The company was quick to market its lighting system, including
using Brush equipment to illuminate Niagara Falls for one season5.
On the West Coast, the first arc lamps were lit in San Francisco for the nation’s
and the city’s centennial on July 4, 1876. The lamps were the work of Joseph
Neri, a Jesuit priest and professor of natural sciences at St. Ignatius College.
San Francisco was the first city to have a generating station for distribution
of power to its customers, and in 1879 the California Electric Company began
operation with Brush equipment. New York and Philadelphia soon followed
with Brush plants 6.

Direct Current (DC) vs. Alternating Current (AC)
Direct Current or DC, such as the power produced by a battery, solar
cell, or fuel cell, has a positive and a negative terminal. The power always
flows in the same direction between the two terminals.
Alternating Current or AC changes direction, or alternates, 60 times per
second in the United States (50 times per second in Europe). The advantage of AC is that it is relatively easy to change the voltage of the power by
using a transformer. In the United States, the power in a general outlet is
120-volt, 60-cycle, AC current.
The importance lies in the way electricity can be transmitted. Long-distance supply of electricity is most efficient when transmitted at a high
voltage. For the electricity to be used, it has to be converted (or stepped
down) to a lower voltage using a transformer at a substation and before
it is sent through local electric lines. The electricity is stepped down again
before it goes into your home.
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While Brush was perfecting his arc lighting system, other American inventors
worked to create lighting and other scientific advances. Thomas Alva Edison,
the most recognized inventor of the light bulb, collected patents filed by others
and conducted experiments to perfect the light bulb. In 1879 Edison had
developed the first “practical light bulb,” the incandescent light, and knew
that a supply of electricity would be required to power the lights7. Edison
envisioned central power stations in cities that would distribute power to city
residents through a single wire: “The same wire that brings the light will also
bring power and heat—with the power you can run an elevator, a sewing
machine, or any mechanical contrivance, and by means of the heat you may
cook your food.”8 The Edison Electric Light Company was established in 1878
with eager investors sponsoring the scientist and his work to develop a system
that would generate and transport electricity. In September 1882 the first
Edison central station opened at Pearl Street in New York City and supplied 85
customers with electricity.
Edison’s genius lay in his plan to distribute electric power and make electricity
available for general public use. The Edison Electric Light Company retained
ownership of the Edison patents and sold licenses to companies to operate
Edison central stations in other cities. By 1888, 185 stations had been licensed
across the country.
Interested in new and commercially viable uses for electricity, Edison explored
more than electric lighting. In 1880 he built the first electric railway at Menlo
Park, New Jersey. The track covered a distance of about a third of a mile, over
which a locomotive successfully pulled three cars.9 Edison expanded his
Menlo Park railway and added more powerful trains to show that electricity
could be used to power railroad trains.
At his lab at Menlo Park, Edison surrounded himself with brilliant young
minds that included Frank Julian Sprague, Samuel Insull, and Nikola Tesla.
Sprague was a U.S. Naval Academy-educated mathematician who developed
one of the first practical electric motors that could be adapted for use with
industrial machinery. Insull became Edison’s personal assistant at the age of
22 and is known for his organizational abilities and business acumen.
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A gifted electrical engineer from the AustroHungarian Empire, Nikola Tesla began his
career at the Central Telephone Exchange in
Budapest and the Continental Edison Company
in Yugoslavia. On the recommendation of the
European director of Edison’s firms, Edison
brought Tesla on at his lab. Edison, however,
failed to see the value in his young colleagues,
limited what they could work on, and rejected
many of their ideas.10 Tesla left Edison’s employ a
less than a year after starting work there.

Figure 2 – Nicola Tesla

After one year Sprague left Edison’s employment
and a month later patented his electric motor.
Edison’s company had to pay Sprague for the
right to manufacture his invention. Sprague
focused his efforts on power and transportation,
using the income from his electric motors as
the capital for his new venture, an electric
transportation system. He developed improved
electric systems, brakes, and wheel suspension,
all of which were incorporated into his street
railway system. In 1887 he built the first commercial electric streetcar, which,
coincidentally, created a large daytime demand for electricity. By the turn
of the twentieth century, Sprague’s railway company and others across the
country had laid more than 22,000 miles of track, replacing 99 percent of the
horse-drawn streetcars with electric-powered trolleys.11
The last milestone of the nineteenth century was the development of longdistance electricity distribution systems. At the time the power generation
systems used by Edison, Brush, and others were near the point of use, supplying
electricity to specific industries or small areas in cities. At Niagara Falls industry
was powered by water. Jacob Schoellkopf, a German-born entrepreneur and
businessman, acquired the Hydraulic Canal properties at Niagara in 1877;
most of the mills below the falls operated on mechanical power supplied by the
Hydraulic Canal. When Brush proposed using his electric lights to illuminate
the falls in 1881, Schoellkopf suggested use of the water turbines that drove the
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mechanical processes at his mill be used to generate electricity, thereby making
Quigley’s Mill—Power Plant No. 1—one of the earliest hydroelectric plants in
the world. Schoellkopf understood the advantage of electricity over mechanical
power, and the plant became the first producer of commercially available
hydroelectricity, supplying power to the City of Niagara Falls for streetlights and
a street railway, as well as to commercial and individual consumers for lighting
factories and stores. To keep up with increasing demand for electricity, a second
plant was added and Schoellkopf’s Plant No. 2 began operation in 1898.12
The power generated by Schoellkopf’s hydroelectric plants supplied DC
power and served a small geographic area.
This changed when George Westinghouse and
Nikola Tesla proposed their AC system for a new
power plant at Niagara. Schoellkopf’s company
was acquired and reorganized by Edward Dean
Adams, a New York financier, who became the
company president. Shortly after the success of
the Adams Plant, the Schoellkopf plants were
converted to AC. The Adams Plant was considered
“an act of pure technological optimism,” a new
speculative hydroelectric plant backed by several
of the wealthiest men in America and Europe,
including J.P. Morgan, John Jacob Astor, Lord
Rothschild, and William K. Vanderbilt, Jr.13 Adams
was later considered one of the founders of the
electrical industry in America, appearing on the
cover of Time on May 27, 1929.
George Westinghouse was an engineer,
mechanical genius, and prolific inventor who
influenced the growth of the railroads through his
inventions. In 1865 at the age of 19, Westinghouse
obtained his first patent for development of the
rotary engine. Only two years later in 1867, he
invented a device to right derailed rail cars more
easily and in less time; he also created the frog,

Figure 3 – George Westinghouse
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a device used to guide rail cars when switching from one track to another. One
of his greatest achievements was the invention of an air brake system that was
used on both passenger and freight trains. Westinghouse also improved signals
for railroads. Westinghouse was both charismatic and dynamic, and able to
work on a number of projects at the same time. He worked on development
of the “modern-day system of natural gas,” conducted early experiments
on refrigeration, and was one of the pioneers of the electrical industry. But
Westinghouse was not “an inventor of fundamentals” in the field of electricity.
“He invented many useful details, but his great work was in stimulating,
combining, and directing the work of other men.”14 He purchased a number of
patents, including Tesla’s patent for the “polyphase system of alternating current
dynamos, transformers, and motors.” Tesla was a scientific and electrical
prodigy who held many patents and “is credited with discovery of the rotating
magnetic field, the basis of most alternating current machinery.”15
At midnight on November 16, 1896, the first electricity flowed from the Niagara
plant. It sent electricity over transmission lines stretching some 20 miles to the
City of Buffalo, where it provided power for the Street Railway Company. This
was the first time that electricity had been transmitted such a distance.16

Figure 4 – A historical photograph
of the Adams Power Station, Niagara
Falls, New York. The buildings were
designed by the prominent American
architectural firm of McKim Mead
and White.
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DEMAND FOR POWER
In the United States electricity emerged as a practical source of energy in the
late nineteenth century. Before electricity was available, industry relied on
waterpower, steam, and fossil fuels such as coal or wood. Likewise, stores and
homes were lit with kerosene or gas and heated by coal, wood, and gas. From
the end of the Civil War through the start of the twentieth century, inventors
and entrepreneurs competed to develop machinery and equipment to use
electricity and to generate and distribute electric power.17
For electricity to attract investors, questions needed to be answered. For
example, who would use electricity and how could new customers be found?
Which form of electricity should be used, AC or DC? Should plants be
centralized to service multiple customers over a wide area or should isolated
facilities serve an individual factory or group of users? Which technology was
best, the incandescent light or the arc lamp? Answering these questions led to
the start of companies we recognize, like Westinghouse and General Electric,
each promoting its own technology.
The emerging electrical industry was highly competitive and the idea of
sending power more than a couple of city blocks was in its infancy. Magazines
touted the accomplishments of Edison, dubbed “The Wizard of Electricity,” and
visitors flocked to great fairs and expositions to see exotic and new scientific
and technological achievements.

plant and had 28 Brush lamps installed in his new store located in the former
Pennsylvania Grand Depot, making it the first department store with electric
lighting. Soon other Philadelphians followed his example.19
For the Columbian Exposition in Chicago in 1893, the country’s greatest
architects, landscape designers, engineers, and designers were asked to
participate. Known as the White City, Westinghouse and Tesla illuminated
the Court of Honor, the iconic centerpiece of the fair, and created the most
spectacular display the world had seen:
The Columbian Exposition opened on May 1, 1893. That evening,
President Grover Cleveland pushed a button and a hundred thousand
incandescent lamps illuminated the fairground’s neoclassical buildings.
This “City of Light” was the work of Tesla, Westinghouse and twelve
new thousand-horsepower AC generation units located in the Hall of
Machinery. In the Great Hall of Electricity, the Tesla polyphase system
of alternating current power generation and transmission was proudly
displayed. For the twenty-seven million people who attended the fair, it
was dramatically clear that the power of the future was AC. From that
point forward more than 80 percent of all the electrical devices ordered in
the United States were for alternating current.20

Figure 5 – The Agricultural
Building and “Court of Honor” at the
Columbian Exposition in Chicago,
1893. The age of light that Tesla
did so much to bring about was
exemplified in this scene. At nightfall
“stopper” (or Sawyer-Man) lamps
by Westinghouse provided the most
spectacular lighting display the
world had ever seen.

In 1876 the first official World’s Fair in the United States, the Centennial
Exposition, was held in Philadelphia. A focal point of the exposition was the
Machinery Hall, where visitors could marvel at the engineering wonders of
the age such as electric lights, elevators powered by the 1,400-horsepower
Corliss steam engine, the typewriter, the sewing machine, and the mechanical
calculator. Visitors saw Alexander Graham Bell’s telephone, Edison’s
telegraph, and Gramme’s dynamo. To attract attention, the dynamo was
used to create a bright and dynamic display by powering arc lamps.18 The
fair was attended by more than 10 million visitors and greatly influenced
many of them. Among these was John Wanamaker, the merchant prince of
Philadelphia, whose store was one of the first in Philadelphia and one of the
first department stores in the country. Wanamaker became fascinated with
the electric lighting displayed at the Exposition. He bought a generating
11
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The battle between the proponents of direct current, led by Edison, and the
supporters of alternating current, championed by Westinghouse, was one
of the greatest in our industrial history, each aggressively showing how
dangerous the other’s system was. Tesla’s display at the Columbian Exposition
cemented the success of alternating current.21
In one way, however, Edison’s system of power distribution was superior to
that of Westinghouse, because Edison placed his power lines underground.
Initially, a two-wire system was used. Edison Electric introduced the first
underground three-wire system in Brockton, Massachusetts. Imagine, no
electrical utility poles!

Figure 6 – Old Folsom Powerhouse
on the American River, 2006. Built
in the late nineteenth century by the
Livermores with prison labor from
Folsom State Prison, the Folsom
Powerhouse first delivered electricity
to Sacramento in 1895.

Debates during electricity’s infancy continued between supporters of
isolated plants and those advocating central power stations. Financiers like
J.P. Morgan preferred isolated plants. The newly formed General Electric
Company, established in 1892 through the merger of the Edison General
Electric Company and the Thomson-Houston Company, favored small-scale
systems that were inexpensive to make and could be sold for a substantial
profit. In 1892 nearly two-thirds of the nation’s electricity was derived from onesite or isolated generators operated by streetcar companies, industry, and at
commercial buildings.22
In California a similar scenario was taking place,
and eastern manufacturers were quick to offer
their electrical equipment and technical advice.
California engineers soon became involved in
equipment modifications and construction of
power plants. Many of the early power plants and
short-distance point-to-point generation systems
were located east of Sacramento along rivers
flowing down from the High Sierras.

Folsom into an industrial city similar to that of Lowell, Massachusetts. His
plan included a dam on the river and a canal system to supply waterpower
to the city. But before his plan could be realized, it was outmoded by the
development of electric power systems in the East. Inspired by reports of
power transmission experiments and the success of the electric streetcar
in Richmond, Virginia, by Frank Sprague, Livermore’s sons embraced the
new technology and constructed a hydroelectric plant for the generation of
electricity. In 1895 electricity (three-phase alternating current) was transmitted
20 miles to Sacramento where it was converted to direct current for the
streetcars and lower voltage for other customers.23

Figure 7 – Postcard of electric
trolley-powered streetcars in
Richmond, Virginia, in 1923, two
generations after Frank J. Sprague
successfully demonstrated his new
system in 1888.

With each advancement, electricity gained a
foothold, but how could the industry increase
demand—and add new customers? At the turn of
the twentieth century, only one factory in 13 used
electric motors and just one in 20 lamps were lit by
incandescent light bulbs!24 Other than scattered
use by industry, the electric streetcar or trolley
was one of the chief markets for electric power.
On-site or isolated generators supplied twothirds of the electricity for streetcar companies,
commercial buildings, and industry, often during
limited hours.25

Like Niagara, the town of Folsom, located on
the American River northwest of Sacramento,
was known for its waterpower. Moving from
the Northeast to the West Coast, Horatio Gates
Livermore envisioned the transformation of
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